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AN ABSl'RACI' OF 'lHE TH!SIS OF Larry :Edward Gross for the Master of 
Science in Teaching in Art presented June 1, 1983. 
Title: Teaching Visual Awareness to General Education Students. 
APPRJVED BY MEMBERS OF '!HE TH!SIS CX>MITTEE: 
• .. • y 
The goal of this thesis was to present a teaching method which 
'NOUld dem:>nstrate increased visual awareness in general educatiai 
oollege students. The particular approach presented for that purpose 
was also designed to be of potential benefit to students' total 
educatiooal experience. To that end sane conditions and specific 
research were introduced as necessary considerations for the teaching 
approach and for the role of art education as it pertains to the thesis 
goal. 
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The first of these influences describes the specific situation, 
out of which the thesis content evolved. This means that the small 
size of Ccn:x>rdia COllege (Portland, Oregon), its limited art program 
and facilities, and the type of student being taught provided the 
context and a rationale for the kind of art education curriculum 
prop::>sed. The contents of this thesis was intended only as a part of 
that curriculum, since the time available for research and presentation 
was limited. 
Recent research about human brain function also influenced the 
teaching ai;:proach, meaning that art could be seen as integral to the 
nature and functioo of the educational process. These insights, while 
interesting, were not meant as material to be proven rather as 
background for sane of the visual exercises presented to students. 
The prop::>sed format for the teaching ai;:proach includes a series 
of practical art exercises which were divided into two groups. Fach 
group emphasized one of two a:mponents needful in art education; 
visual awareness inclooes the learning of 1) visual organizational 
skills and 2) creative ideation. It was suggested that these be taught 
in the order written, alth:>ugh the two canponents are not really 
separable. The first group consisted of eight exercises (or visual 
problems) each one progressively nore challenging than the previous 
one. In these exercises students' visual vocabulary improved as they 
developed their visual organizational skills. Each of the two 
exercises in the second group emphasized the creative ideational 
process by interrelating art with another subject. The 
interdisciplinary metlxx'i used in these exercises resulted fran the 
brain research, mentia'led above, and a concern for the function of art 
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in general education situations. One exercise involved conceptual 
relationships between art am science am the other related art am 
language as a means for learning mre ab:>ut the creative prcx:ess. 
All the exercises were presented to 16 students (as a part of a 
Basic Design course). Eleven of these students are represented in the 
thesis illustrations. As a part of the evaluation procedure, each 
student wrote a description of how they developed each art problem 
given. Many of these ccmnents were of considerable value for 
interpretation ar'¥3 for support of the thesis itself. Exanples of 
student art works, illustrated in the thesis, also give evidence of 
their achievenent. In general, the students resp:>nded p:>Sitively to 
the kinds of exercises, the teaching metb:Jd, am to its applicability 
for their total education. TOOugh this thesis is only one of many 
p:>ssible approaches to teaching visual awareness, it is apparently a 
valid one. 
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CHAP1'ER I 
INmCIXC'l'Ia.l: CXH>ITIOOS AND RESFAICH 
AFFB:TIOO 'lHE 'I'F..ACHIH:; APPRlACH 
Tcday's art educators must be sensitive to an ever-nore-canplex 
society which affects the making of art and thus the content of art 
educational curricula. As the variety and availability of art 
increases, the meaning of art changes, and, while sane may regard this 
as healthy and natural, it has often been misurderstcx:d, especially by 
the general p.tblic who may lack experierx:e with the art prooess. It is 
owing to this lack of experience that art educators must determine what 
are the essential ingredients of a meaningful art curriculum. 
The primary goal of this thesis was to identify and develop an 
effective meth:Xi of teaching visual awareness to general education 
ex>llege students. One of the nDre significant factors contrib.lting to 
this formulation concerns the unique situation, that is, the students, 
the art facility, and the place, around which the thesis developed. I 
am the only full-time art instructor at CoJlCX)rdia College in Portland, 
Oregon, which has a total student enrollment currently fluctuating 
aroum 375. During my five years of employment, Concordia's status has 
grc::Mn fran a two-year junior ex>llege to a four-year, fully accredited 
liberal arts oollege. With this change came the realization that 
students would be graduating fran Concordia and embarking on a lifetime 
with only limited art experience. This affected my perceptions 
regarding the role of art education within this very unique place. 
Concordia offers only a limited variety of introductory art 
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oourses. Because of Ccx'lCx:>rdia's size and its limited art offerings and 
facilities--a single rcxm is supposed to service all the studio art 
oourses--ale can hardly oanpa.re it with mst other college level art 
departments. This situatia'l presented c:x:>nsiderable difficulty in 
locating appropriate resource material, especially that which addresses 
art educatia'l at the small college, non-major level. In my own mind, I 
have can.pared caioordia's intrcductory art courses to secondary school 
level art oourses, the a'lly significant difference being the 
maturity-level of students. The majority of students who enroll in 
these art courses are oot - and have oo intention of beo::ning - art 
majors. Many have had no classroan art experience since their junior 
high educatia'l and enroll only because it is a general education 
requirement. Recognizing these limitations was a necessary element in 
my search to develop an art curriculum at Concordia which would be 
aesthetically rreaningful, n:>n-threatening to the inexperienced, and 
ideologically useful to students preparing for responsible positions in 
society. 
An:>ther factor contributing to the thesis formulation deserves 
sane intrcductory attention. Current research about the brain and its 
functions has intrcduced sane interesting insights regarding the nature 
and function of the educational process. While it is not my intent to 
prove any of the theories, I was interested in using sane of the ideas 
as a means of enriching and improving students' visual awareness. The 
aut.OOrs of The Wholeschool Book suggest that tOOse who go "through the 
highly rational experience of getting a degree in college [tend] to 
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forget a wtx:>le arena of mioo furx:tion that helps to keep us alive." (1) 
The "arena" to which the autlx:>rs refer includes, aroong other things, 
the abilities of visualizatioo, of perceiving things spatially, and of 
synthesizing many parts into new wholes. (2) While all of these 
qualities have cxmoonly been associated with and expected of artists 
(and th:>se who teach art), these are not the exclusive "property" of 
artists. The research iooicates that everyone has the capacity to 
develop these abilities. (3) M:>re will be said later about the 
pertinence of this research to the thesis. Meanwhile, it is important 
to ackI01ledge that the research is causing educators to consider the 
role of the mioo in the educatiooal prooess, and thus its inplicatioos 
for teaching methods. 
Martin Engel suggests the need to identify "a new vocabulary and 
a different attitude about what constitutes instruction in the arts and 
hJw that is to be conducted." (4) It was this attitude toward new 
teaching approaches which made me consider the possibility that art can 
be taught as an integral part of other subjects. While the method I 
developed for this p.irpose might be unique, the idea is oot. Several 
(1) Bob Samples, et. al., The Wholeschool Book (Reading, 
Massachusetts: Mdison-wesley Pub. Co., 1977) p. 10. 
(2) Betty F.c:iwards, Drawing on the Right Side.of the Brain (Los 
Angeles: J.P. Tarcher, Inc., 1979) p. 40. 
(3) Bob Samples, The Metaphoric Mioo (Reading, Massachusetts: 
Mdison-wesley Pub. Co., 1976) pp. 16-26. 
(4) Martin Engel, "Art and the Mioo," Art :Education, Vol. 36, 
No. 2 (March 1983) p. 6. 
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educators and writers have addressed the issue. When Viktor I.Dwenfeld 
asserted that the senses are basic to man's learning, (5) he implied 
that the senses are integral to perceptioos, to th:>ughts, am thus to 
learning. A detailed descriptioo of this is forthcaning. Herbert Read 
took it a step further by insisting that "art should be the basis of 
educatioo. n (6) Furthernore, he wrote, 
those activities which we denote by such words as 
'imaginative', 'creative', 'originating', 'aesthetic', Cb 
rot represent a subject with definite limits which can be 
treated like any other subject ard allotted its two or five 
or seven periods in a canpetitive time-table, but rather an 
aspect of mental developnent which is all-embracing •••• (7) 
Perhaps the indefinite nature of the creative process has led to 
sane of the misunderstan:lings ab::>ut art referred to earlier. 
Naturally, this dilemna is only heightened when many artists openly 
express difficulty in describing their art and the processes out of 
which it evolves. So, it was i.mp::>rtant to determine how best to 
cannunicate to students the role of discovery in the creative process. 
The following argument served as a positive element O:::Mard that end. 
(5) Viktor I..t'.:7#enfeld, and Lambert w. Brittain, Creative ard 
Mental Growth, 6th ed. (New York: Macmillan Pub. Co., Inc., 1975), 
pp. 5 ard 12. 
(6) Herbert Read, :Education Through Art, 3rd ed. (New York: 
Randon House, 1958), p. 1. 
(7) Ibid., p. 220. 
Many people believe that "discovery" is actually an act 
of creatioo. If this is so, then the distinctioo between 
scientists, p::>ets, painters and writers is oot clear. In 
fact, it is possible that scientists, poets, painters ard 
writers are all members of the same family of people whose 
gift it is by nature to take th:>se things which we call 
mlllonplace and to re-present them to us in such ways that 
our self-imposed limitatioos are expanded. (8) 
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Consequently, it was my recognition that art is oot co-equal 
with, but inseparable fran all other disciplines, (9) which led me to 
the core of the thesis. It is my goal to dem::>nstrate that 
i;x:>st-secondary students, wh::> are marginally acquainted with visual 
organizational skills, will gain increased visual awareness when they 
identify and resp::>rd to interrelationships between art and other 
academic disciplines. 
In order to address tx>th parts of this goal statement it was 
necessary to divide the material into two sections. The first sectioo 
includes a group of exercises designed to give students practical 
experience with organization skills, and in so doing prepare them for 
the exercises in the secorx1 section. This section includes visual 
problems designed to prarote relatiooships between art and other 
subjects as a means of increasing students' visual awareness. 
(8) Gary Zukav, The Dancing WU Li Masters (New York: Bantam 
Books, 1979), pp. 9-10. 
(9) C.H. Waddington, Behind Aa;>earance: A Study of the Relations 
Between Painting and the Natural Sciences in This Century (Fiiinburgh: 
University Press, 1969), p. 10. 
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'11le canbined groups of exercises are inteooed to be practical art 
experience for developing both the technical skill am the creative 
perception of students. "Today's college students. • • are eager to 
participate in the creative act to whatever extent they are 
capable," ( 10) It was also my hope that the studio experience would 
heighten the students' ability "for new am personally achieved 
solution in other academic areas," (11) especially during their college 
career. The purpose of chapter bNo will be to inform the reader of 
thoughts am research which aided in the fabrication of the thesis. 
(10) The Open Eye in Learning: The Role of Art in General 
Educatioo, Richard Bassett, ed. (cambridge, Mass., The MIT Press, 
1969) p. 100. 
(11) Ibid., p. 105. 
CHAPl'ER II 
One of the basic premises which contrib.Jtes to the planning of 
art curricula is the ooncern that we are living in the environment of a 
highly specialized culture. The fragmentation ard separation which 
results fran this specializaticn has had an effect on the structural 
make-up of education. This can be seen especially in secoOOary and 
post-secondary sclxx>l programs where schedules are fixed ard students 
receive instruction fran several "specialized" people. While 
specialization is desirable, if oot necessary, for students preparing 
for professional art careers, it is unrealistic ard impractical for 
those to wtx:m this thesis is addressed. I am frequently confronted by 
students in the latter category, wtx> are both surprised and delighted 
when they cane to an aesthetic awareness never before considered. 
It was partially a reaction against specialization which caused 
the "open classrCXJn" experiments in education during the 1960's. (12) 
~ while it is not the place of this thesis to argue in support of 
this approach, I am oot surprised when art educators scoff at rore 
current concerns to go "back to basics," especially when research 
indicates the need to balance learning experiences of the brain's left 
ard right hemispheres. ftt:>re will be said about this later , however , 
"in an age when the fragmentation of knc:Mledge is JOOSt prooounced, the 
(12) Samples, et. al. 'Itle Wb:lleschool Book, pp. 113-132. 
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greatest need might be a device through which to see things 
whole." (13) This thesis oontems that art can be this "device." This 
section of the thesis deals with the nature of art am perception, in 
which it might be seen hlW art can contribute to wholeness in students' 
educational experience. 
THE NA'lURE OF ARI' AND THE ~IGt PRX!ESS 
"Making decisions am choices constitutes a real problem in the 
lives of many people." (14) It is possible that the selection a.rd 
decision-making inherent in the art activity, when extensively 
practiced, increases the capacity to solve problem.s creatively in other 
life situations. (15) This is understcx:XI through a closer lcok at the 
nature of art and the mental processes which accanpany the design 
process. If we accept what Lowenfeld said regarding the role of the 
senses in learning, we can see the intrinsic place of art in the 
learning, thinking process, because the senses play a direct role in 
the formulation of a concept. 
Concepts are the mental structures, the th:>ughts, ideas, 
images, am schemas. Perceptions are conceptually mediated 
sensations. The sensations are the signals received by the 
(13) The Open Eye in Learning, p. 78. 
(14) Manfred Keiler, The Art in Teaching Art (Lincoln, Nebraska: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1961), p. 42. 
(15) Ibid., p. 42. 
sensorium, the sense receptors. Through perceptions, the 
mird controls what we receive in our mirds fran our 
sensorium. (16) 
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Stated in simplified terms, this means that perceptioos affect 
a.rd are affected by th:>ughts. R\Xlolf Arnheim foresaw these ideas when 
he pioneered the concept of "visual thinking." The following is a 
recent applicati<Xl of his asserti<Xl that "visual thinking is constantly 
used by everyone." (17) 
The three furdamentals of educati<Xl are perce1v1ng, 
thinking, forming ~] there is oo perceiving wi th:>ut 
thinking a.rd forming, oo thinking without perceiving a.rd 
forming, a.rd oo forming without perceiving a.rd thinking. 
Together they are the three aspects of the productive mind 
a.rd as one trains one of them, one always trains all 
three. (18) 
If this is true then the mental processes involved in doing art 
o::>exist with a.rd relate to mental processes involved in, say, a physics 
problem; indeed, "images were a functional ingredient in Sir Isaac 
Newton's thinking." (19) Accordingly, processing images in the mird, 
or, imagination, is used in every field of knowledge, am is therefore 
an important link between the disciplines. Since the arts are 
(16) Engel, p. 7. 
(17) Rudolf Arnheim, "Perceiving, Thinking, Forming." Art 
Educati<Xl, Vol. 36, No. 2 (March, 1983), p. 10. 
(18) lee.cit., p. 10. 
(19) Read, p. 53. 
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excellent for learning visual relationships, they are "the medium of 
choice for training in what one might call the syntax of 
relations." (20) 'Ibis argunent adds credence to the idea that art is 
intrinsically related to other disciplines, which supplied the context 
for the exercises presented in chapter 4. 
Ideas f ran other disciplines were useful when teaching the 
cx:>gnitive aspects of creative expression. One such idea is currently 
receiving attentioo in the sciences. It is the notion that "everything 
is connected to everything." (21) This thought is a~ent to me, 
sanetimes, when I observe things in nature and in human activity. I 
have developed a series of o::>lor slides including images which 
illustrate my personal interpretation of this idea. A brief 
description of these slides may be useful to the reader. The slides 
illustrate distinct visual relationships between several uniquely 
different objects. (These are called visual metaphors.) I see 
o::mparisons, for example between the blocd veins in our circulatory 
system and the pattern of lines created by a river and its tritx.itaries 
(as seen fran above). The same basic pattern of lines appears in trees, 
in freeway systems, and in many other things which grow and change. 
Seeing these relationships has caused me of ten to ponder the thought 
(20) Arnheim, p. 10. 
(21) Barry Ccnlaler, The Closing Circle (New York: Bantam Books, 
1971), p. 29f. 
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that everything is related to everything else. The aA?Cfient design 
which orders the universe seems to reflect the definitial of design, 
which is "the organization of parts into a coherent woole." (22) 
The right-hemispheric brain functial of seeking relatialships is 
one of the ways to accauplish this organization, and as one continues 
to f ioo visual relationships, the notial of scierx:e seems also a notial 
of art. Consequently, seeking relationships between art and other 
subjects could be understood as both a rationale and a means for 
creative expression. 
In my own experience the process of discovery is usually 
accanpanied by a sense of awe, shorUy followed by a certain feeling 
that "I should have known it before." The following two thoughts, 
strikingly similar, cane fran different fields. Bevlin described the 
design process as being "both conscious and unconscious," (23) whereas 
Nietzche said that "every extension of kl'X'.'Mledge arises fran making 
conscious the unconscious." (24) The latter seems to imply that all 
knowledge already exists, an idea currently receiving attention in the 
i,ilysical sciences, one which offers insight regarding the relationship 
(22) Marjorie Elliot Bevlin, Design Through Discovery, brief ed. 
(New York: Holt, Reinhart and Winstoo, 1980), p. 2. 
CA: 
(23) Ibid., p. 30. 
(24) Robert H. McK:im, Experiences in Visual Thinking, (Belnont, 
Wadsworth Pub. Co., 1972), p. 21. 
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between artists, scientists, poets, and writers. All are engaged in a 
process of discovering the same thing: knowledge. Fran the stampoint 
of science this kroiledge is referred to as "truth-about" the subject 
matter, while in art it is referred to as "truth-to" the same subject 
matter. (25) This seems to place the realm of art on a 
nulti-directional level, suwlying, perhaps, the reason why sane people 
believe there is an artist in everyone, designing, arranging, and 
discovering how best to respond to life's challenges. Al though these 
illustrations may not aid students in the actual art activity, an 
awareness of them offers a l'OC>re canplete urderstarding of how ideas 
develop, sanetimes seemingly out of nowhere, during the design process. 
In other ~rds, it might be said that the relationships are there to 
discover. This thought can be liberating to general education students 
wtX> resporXi nervously to vague rules of art and to infrequent 
opportunities (at least in academic settings) for personal expression. 
There are basically two opposite, but not opposing, kioos of 
education: that which "amasses skill", as was done in the aA;>rentice 
sclxx>ls, and that which "cultivates l'OC>tive", the creative urge. (26) 
(25) Harold cassidy, The Sciences and the Arts: A New Alliance 
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1962), p. 19. 
(26) The Open Eye in Learning, p. 196. 
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'!he latter has gained ioore attention in the past several decades, when 
"conformity to rigid staOOards was abandoned." (27) AltOOugh "art is 
the perfect marriage of psychic impllse and technical 
implementatial," (28) the visual exercises for this thesis were divided 
into two groups, each group favoring a different approach. The 
material in chapter three was presented with the "skills" approach so 
that students would feel ioore confident when respording to the material 
in chapter four, favoring the seconl -- referred to here as the 
"notives" -- ~roach. '!he aim was to provide an atnosphere which 
might help students to transfer their visual "skills" arXi creative 
"notives" to other subjects arXi to their everyday life, in general. 
These different approaches to art educatial were the bases for two 
groups of exercises presented in chapters three arXi four. 
It is interesting to canpare these approaches to the cerebral 
activities of intellect arXi intuition. The intellect correlates with 
the "skills" approach arXi intuitioo is canparable to the "notives" 
aR?roach. Perhaps this correlation is nore meaningful if explained in 
the context of sane brain research, which was mentioned earlier. 
According to the research, the left hemisphere of the brain "in IOOSt of 
us in our scx:iety" is primarily responsible for those activities which 
(27) Keiler, p. 40. 
(28) Jose Arg\ielles, The Transformative Vision (Boulder, CD: 
Shambhala Publications, 1975), p. 4. 
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are linear, logical and sequential in nature. "This is the 'orderly', 
'tidy' and in sane ways 'conventional' half of our brain." (29) Stated 
in an over-sinplified way, then, the attitude associated with this 
hemisphere is canparable to the "skills" aR;)roach, an attitude which 
seems to have dcminated the French Academies prooucing artists such as 
David and Ingres. Calversely, the right hemisphere of the brain - in 
addition to the abilities mentioned earlier -- "has tremendous 
inventive capacities ••• sees things in pictures, senses them fully, and 
frequently manages to slip past the censoring voice of the rational 
left hemisphere to make its 'knowings' known." (30) Again, 
over-simplified, these attributes are can.parable to the "notives" 
aR;)roach of art education and related to the attitude which caused the 
Impressionists, Monet, Renoir, and others, to act against the 
traditions of the academies. 
Fortunately, the two hemispheres are connected, otherwise it 
might re impossible to aR;)ly both teaching approaches simultaneously. 
'!be connecting tissue retween hemispheres is called the corpus 
callosum, which apparently makes "c:x:mnunication" between the ~ 
hemispheres possible. (31) All of this is stated in rather simplified 
terms, but it sheds light on how intellect and intuition can operate 
(29) Bob Samples, et. al. The Wholeschool Book, p. 48. 
(30) Ibid., p. 49. 
(31) Edwards, p. 28. 
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together in the creative process. And if we accept the definition of 
art given aOOve we can understand that it is important to balance the 
"skills" and the "rotives" approaches. It slx>uld be reiterated that 
this explanation is oot offered as a mandate for including the arts in 
education so nuch as one p:>Ssible means for students to gain an 
ur.derstanding of a.rd facility with the art process • 
.Actually the brain theory has brought about a potential weakness 
when applied to education by art teachers 'WOO use it as an excuse to 
give equal time to the arts. These subjects are generally attrib.lted 
to the right hemisphere. The r atiooale for this argument grows out of 
a reaction against the traditional approach to education, which has 
given greatest attention to reading, writing a.rd arithmetic, subjects 
attrib.lted to one, the left, hemisphere. But taking the "equal time" 
attitude can also add to the dilenma of specialization a.rd 
fragmentation mentioned earlier. On the other hand, if the research is 
right a.rd educators take it seriously, then we should be seeking 
methods which will integrate the two hemispheres. 
Madeline Hunter strongly asserted how educators should respcnj 
to "all of these interesting findings." She says that the findings 
"clearly mandate" the responsibility of presenting instruction so that, 
whenever p::>ssible, information that is presented in linear fashion 
across time (reading it or hearing it), should also be presented in 
visual space (seeing or visualizing it), so students have "practice in 
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integrating the informati<X'l in their two hemispheres." (32) The 
CXlntent of this statement deserves, perhaps, another thesis in itself, 
nevertheless, I CX>nSidered her statement as an applicable pretense for 
my project. The format I am proposing is one way to approach the 
balancing of hemispheres as she describes. At this p:>int, enough 
background material has been established for a clearer urXlerstaroing of 
the manner I used in presenting the visual exercises. 
(32) Madeline Hunter, "Right-Brained Kids in Left-Brained 
Schools," Today's Educatioo, Vol. 65, No. 4 (Nov.-Dec. 1976) p. 48. 
QfAPl'ER III 
'l'EACHnl; VISUAL ORGANIZATIOOAL SKILIS 
(GR:XJP A EXEICISES) 
Before describing each exercise in this chapter, it is necessary 
to explain what were the arrangements am the evaluatioo methods used. 
The exercises documented in this thesis were selected fran 
problems presented to 16 students in a Basic Design Course. As such 
they are oonsidered to be the no;t suitable - in light of rrry goal -
of all those presented during the ten week course. The title of the 
course partially ao::x>unts for the oonsiderable attention which has been 
given to the design process. Also, an understaming of the creative 
process is essential if students' visual awareness is to be 
increased. (33) As explained earlier, the thesis is divided into tw:> 
groups of exercises. These will be referred to fran now on as group A, 
exercises in this chapter, which attempt to emphasize the "skills" part 
of art, am group B, th::>se in the next chapter, which attempt to 
emphasize the "rotives" part. Due to the nature of this sequence am 
the limited time factor (a 10-week course), only certain elements of 
design were emphasized: line, shape, value, am texture, but 
particularly shape in group A exercises. (A few ideas for additional 
exercises are included for the benefit of readers wh:> might be 
interested in adopting this sequence for art instruction. However, the 
thesis is not intended as a canprehensive study of design elements.) 
(33) Keiler, p. 18. 
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Visual skills are taught effectively when assignments are 
acc:x:mpanied t:rf limitations am guidelines, which are interned to evoke 
an attitude of inquiry and inventiveness. 
Of the two powerful instincts which exist in all humans, 
and which can be used in teaching, says Gilbert Highet, one 
is the love of play. 'The Renaissance teachers, instead of 
beating their pupils, spurred them on by a number of 
appeals to the play-principle.' They made games out of the 
dx>re of learning difficult subjects ••• Depeooing on the 
nature of the problem, sane or all of the psychological and 
intellectual factors implicit in game-playing are equally 
implicit in successful problem-solving ••• Without the basic 
rules or disciplines, however, there is oo iootivation, test 
of skill, or ultimate reward - in short, oo game. (34) 
This mettn:I was used, whenever possible, in order to enrich the 
students' developnent of a visual vocabulary, while contributing to 
their sense of aco:mplishment, another factor in effective teaching. 
Each problem in the sequence is progressively nore difficult as the 
number of variables increases. 
Five criteria were considered when evaluating all the exercises, 
sane being emphasized ioore than others, depeooing on the inteooed 
emphasis of each group of exercises. 'lb:>se criteria which relate to 
skills, for instance, were emphasized during the presentation am 
evaluation of group A problems. The other criteria, of course, 
(34) Paul Ram, "Design am the Play Instinct," F.ducation of 
Vision, edited t:rf Gyorgy Kepes (New York: George Braziller, Inc., 
1965), p. 156. 
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received m:>re attentioo in group B. It was important, l'x:Mever, to 
consider all criteria for each problem, since the distinctioo between 
•skills• am •notives• is oot wlDlly clear, oor sl'x:>uld they be taught 
CX111Pletely apart fran each other. The five criteria are briefly 
explained here, though oot in any inteooed order of priority. 
1. Neatness (presentatioo of the work); 2. Originality (of idea am of 
material-usage); 3. Ability to achieve the main objective in each 
exercise (for exanple, creating rotion in Exercise 3 below); 4. Design 
ability (as defined earlier, this criterion emphasizes the underlying 
goal of all design, which is to organize parts into a coherent whole); 
5. Prcx::ess (this criterioo can take the form of students' written 
ideas, rough sketches, am •mistakes," better understood if students 
recognize these as constructive attempts, discoveries leading to a 
pleasing finished product). Sane form of "prcx::ess" work is required 
with each of the student's designs, because I consider the prcx::ess 
expressly significant in the total learning experience. Students 
generally recognize the value in this exercise. 
The description of each exercise in group A includes ccmnents by 
the students and/or sane of my own. These are inteooed to identify 
strengths am weaknesses in the presentation. 
Exercise 1 
This project was designed simply for students to get concrete 
experience with the definitioo of design, as given above. Students 
were to develop four visually related shapes, three of them "gecmetric" 
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am. one "organic• in appearance. Several duplicates of each shape were 
then cut fran black constructioo paper, am. used to create different 
arrangements of the same four shapes. Directional words such as 
"oorizontal" am "vertical" helped students to control the 
organizational process. The student, whose work appears in figure 1, 
designed shapes, each relating visually to the others am. reflecting 
the directional concepts. On the other harxl, several students 
misinterpreted the piqx:>se of including an "organic" shape, am, 
consequently, were too concerned alx>ut "making the picture look like 
sanething" rather than discovering the J?Otential for visual 
relationships between shapes am. l'XM to arrange them within a specified 
format. The concern to make sanething "worth keeping" is oot 
infrequent aroc>ng general education students at this level, warranting, 
perhaps the elimination of the "organic" specification (if only for the 
sake of making the guidelines less canplicated in this first exercise). 
Exercise 2 
Each student was required to purchase a deck of playing cards for 
this exercise. Each ·student had 52 identical images, making it a 
practical materi.al, as students could each make several "attempts" with 
less hesitation am fear. This fear (of J?OSSible failure) is usually 
prevalent aroc>ng students with little art experience; therefore, 
sensitive instruction should attempt to alleviate this. 
These cards were also used in exercises 3, 4 am. 5 with the 
instructor's intent to give students JtDre extensive practice with ooe 
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material, an ag>roach which helps students explore the limits of that 
material. At first students were skeptical about the seeming lack of 
p:>tential a deck of cards offered, but in the eoo everyone was 
surprised at the variety and ingenuity exhibited in the results. 
The assigrrnent in this exercise was to cut up three cards, each 
one into several straight pieces of even width. In the re-organization 
of these parts none of the shapes could be left out, only rearranged. 
The object was to explore 1'XlW the size and shape of the picture format 
could be stretched (in three different canpositions) while 
simultaneously arranging the pieces, each one touching another one, in 
a rhythmic pattern. Fa.ch card was to be cut in a different direction, 
a "rule" which could have been eliminated to give the students a 
greater challenge in pursuing variety. Figures 2-4 illustrate various 
perceptions of rhythm, which, with balance, emphasis, arrl unity, is one 
of the governing principles in nost design. (35) When we discussed 
the variety of interpretations, we came to agreement that these 
principles "are so interrelated that it is alm:>st imp:>ssible to 
cnnpletely isolate them." (36) It is important that instructors make 
this clear to students, sane of wtan otherwise suspect there is only 
one right answer to the problem. At the same time it is instructive to 
(35) Louise Ballinger and 'lb:lnas Vranan, Design: Sources and 
Resources (New York: Reinhold Pub. Corp., 1965) , p. 29. 
(36) Ibid., p. 26. 
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FIGURE 1. Organization studies (Exercise 1). I 
I 
iWUlliiil 
I I 1 
I~ 
FIGURE 2. Rhythmic pattern study (Exercise 2). I 
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FIGURE 3. Rhythmic pattern study (Exercise 2). 
FIGURE 4. Rhythmic pattern study (Exercise 2). 
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assign problems which, when solved, attempt to emphasize one principle. 
Exercise 3 
'!be objective of this exercise was to create notion, a quality of 
rhythm, l:7:r' cutting up one or two cards and rearranging all the pieces, 
each part touching another. Students CX>Uld also cut curved, but 
even-width pieces in this exercise. The designs in figures S-7 
illustrate very individual interpretations of this problem. One 
student (figure 5) managed a solution using only one card, and created 
the illusion of curves even tlx>ugh only straight cuts were used. The 
other two students were both pleased with their solutions, which 
exhibit illusions al::ove arx'i beyond the objective of notion. Figure 6, 
created with two cards, appears nanentar ily as four, while the two 
cards used in figure 7 give the appearance of one being "stretched 
out," acting visually like a ooiling spring. By this time, progress in 
students' visual vocabulary was noted when students explained their 
works in the "process" report (the fifth evaluation criterion). One 
student explained that she was "conscious of the negative space." 
(figure 7) 
Exercise 4 
In this exercise students CX>Uld use any number of cards and they 
were not required to use up all the pieces in the designs. The cards 
were to be cut gradually fran small to large shapes and arranged to 
create "graduated rhythm," that is, rhythmic notion which starts aro 
FIGURE 5. Motion study (Exercise 3). 
FIGURE 6. Motion study (Exercise 3). 
FIGURE 7. 
Motion study 
(Exercise 3). 
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expands fran a specific point. Two designs were required, one using 
symnetrical balance (figures 8a and 9a) am one using asymnetrical 
balance (figures Sb am 9b). 
There were too many added variables in this assignment and what 
appeared to be mixed intentions in the objective. Students, 
apparently, did not understand that both rhythm and balance can be 
worked into one and the same design. This indicated a need to be nnre 
clear with definitions and, as explained earlier, to teach the 
principles separately. Interestingly, this ag;>roach helps students woo 
are developing a visual vocabulary, and yet, different principles are 
also ooticed and pointed out by students even when tlx>se not mentioned 
in the guidelines appear in the work. 
Throughout the entire process I was particularly interested in 
the developnent of one student, a science major, woose \\Urk is shown in 
figure 9a and 9b. My interest in her case was connected with my desire 
to see results of my theory. I was l'q>ing that through increased 
organizational skills, this student would deI1¥X1Strate a m::>re o:::rnplete 
understarding of the artistic process and its relationship to other 
disciplines, especially her major. These two designs are visually 
active, and show improvement over \\Urk she had done previously. I was 
aware of her expressed concern that this was her "first art class 
ever." This shared, coupled with my knowledge that she was a science 
major, provided an enjoyable teaching challenge. Her statement about 
figure 9b, while written in vague termioology, clearly iooicated to me 
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FIGURE Ba. Rhythm studies (Exercise 4). FIGURE Sb. 
FIGURE 9b. 
FIGURE 9a. Rhythm studies (Exercise 4). 
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(at the time) , her new awareness of part-to-whole relationships, an 
awareness necessary for both art am science. (37) She reported, "the 
series of triangular pieces created the illusion of odd card sizes, 
while the white borders provided a continuum to ~rk with." I CXXlCluded 
fran conversation with her that she umerstood the importance of what 
she was saying am seeing. 
Exercise 5 
This exercise was the last to make use of playing cards as the 
design material. In it students explored how to irKX>rporate the face 
of the card into the design. Consequently, color, texture, arrl line 
were 100re significant elements in this assigrunent. The pieces of one 
card were arranged on a specified format; then, students "filled in" 
the negative space in such a way as to "dissolve" the card's image into 
the backgroum. Figures 10 arXl 11 sb:Jw clever and distinctly different 
solutions to this problem. Figure 10 shows a literal, rut effective, 
interpretation, in which the color am textures were carefully adapted. 
Figure 11, on the other ham, denDnstrates a perceptive synthesis 
of this objective with t.OOse learned in sane previous exercises. The 
principles of rhythm am repetition are effectively employed in both 
p:>Sitive arXl negative areas for an attractive solution. 
(37) Jacob Bronowski, "The Disoovery of Form," Structure in Art 
am in Science, edited by Gyorgy Kepes (New York: George Braziller, 
Irx:., 1965), p. 56. 
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One student, having tired of the cards, wanted to abandon this 
exercise and continue working on ideas she had developed in exercise 4, 
oot this time using magazine plx>tos. Her achievement dem:>nstrated the 
importance of flexibility in instructim (figure 12). It is a 
perceptive creation using the principle of rhythm by graduated size and 
sl'lorling mtioo in opposite directions at the same time. The psychic 
and spatial illusions were increased when she included the faces, and I 
consider it one of the finest student works that I have seen in my 
teaching experience. The student's visual perception is equally 
matched by her ability to describe her illusion; it is "the process of 
looking outside fran within." This is an insightful thought when one 
considers that the student intentionally selected the lx>y's face to 
represent the Eastern hemisphere, while the wanan's face represents the 
Western hemisphere of earth. This is a perception one does oot expect, 
let alone see in its fruition, when assigning a simple design problem. 
This student, incidentally, is also a secondary science major, one of 
tb:>se rare individuals who has learned b::Jw to balance the brain's 
hemispheres, as, for example, Leonardo did. 
The last three exercises in group A need sane introduction. 
Letter forms are an appropriate medium for integrating art and 
language, evidenced in the rich calligraphic heritage passed down to us 
fran the Carolingian schools of Charlemagne. This was the primary 
reason letter forms were chosen as the visual substance with which to 
do exercises 6, 7 and 8, even tlx>ugh the integrative aspects were not 
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FIGURE 10. Texture study (Exercise 5) FIGURE 11. Texture study 
FIGURE 12. Student's personal study. 
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em?lasized until later. Again, a variety of approaches with the same 
medium was useful for ioore in-depth understanding of· the design 
ptOC'eSS. 
At first, l'x:Mever, I experienced difficulty in expressing to 
students how letter forms can be used purely as visual shapes, that is, 
with no reference given to their verbal meanings. Perhaps it would 
have helped to read the following quote by Wassily Kandinsky: "When a 
reader looks at sane letter in these lines with unskilled eyes, he will 
see it not as a familiar symbol for a part of a word, but first as a 
thing." (38) Kandinsky was referring to the lines and shapes of 
letters which can denote happiness, sadness, defiarx:e, deperxUng on the 
letter and the person perceiving it. (39) It was this visual quality 
in letters which was of primary concern in exercises 6, 7 and 8. Later, 
in group B, references to art and language relationships acted as a 
iootive in nore verbally-oriented images. 
Exercise 6 
In this exercise individual letters were cli~ fran newspapers 
and magazines to create an asynrnetrical design. The design principle 
of "emphasis" was to be used in one of three ways: a change in letter 
shape, a change in letter size, or a change in the light/dark b.Jild up 
(38) Wassily Kandinsky, "On the Problem of Form," The Blaue 
Reiter Almanac, (New York: Viking Press, 1917) , p. 165. 
(39) Ibid., p. 165. 
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of letter forms. (40) Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the latter two 
respectively. The students' verbal responses signified sane new 
awarenesses. One student wrote, "I became much mre aware of the 
letter styles and the feeling they put across visually. I liked 
looking at letters in a purely visual manner, disregarding what they 
oannunicated verbally." The student whose design is shown in figure 14 
wrote, "I was experimenting. Now I see it would be fun to make a 
picture -- perhaps a JtDUntain with a Il¥Xl'l at night -- using letters 
like this." I was pleased to krw::M that the student realized a personal 
p.irpose for develq>ing her visual skills. 
Exercise 7 
Students used large letter fragments, clipped fran magazines and 
newspapers and hand-made where needed to achieve this assigrunent. The 
intent was to develop the illusion of several transparent and 
overlapping shapes, dividing and fracturing the total area into several 
smaller ones. (41) The results sb::lw various degrees of fragmentation 
and transparenc..y (figures 15-18). At first it was difficult to 
( 40) This idea was adapted fran content in Wucius '9i::>ng' s 
Principles of Two-Dimensional Design (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold 
canpany, 1972), pp. 67 and 71. 
( 41) This idea was adapted fran content in Maurice de Sausmarez, 
Basic design: the dynamics of visual form (New York: Reinhold 
Publishing Corporation, 1964), p. 42. 
FIGURE 13. Letter forms 
study (Exercise 6). 
FIGURE 14. Letter forms 
study (Exercise 6). 
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cx:mm.micate to students how they might proceed with this project. Two 
things seem to have aided in the students' urderstaming. First, I 
encouraged the use of fragments, letters which ai;:p!ar to be less than 
whole. Then, I encouraged students to think of the negative spaces as 
an active element, dxlpping up letters. Orx:e this was understood the 
illusion of transparency fell into place. One student wrote al::out her 
design (figure 17), "all of the space is used," acknowledging her 
UR:lerstanding that negative space can be actively positive. Another 
student wrote how he "became delighted with the organized confusion," 
identifying the urderstructure (of two-inch squares) as the controlling 
element in an otherwise "chaotic," yet "very vibrant work" (figure 16). 
In rrry own perception, figure 18 is a superior illustration of the 
inteOOed objective. Sane students admitted they never urderstood the 
assignment, perhaps because no specific design principle was written in 
the objective, as in exercise 6. Nevertheless, the majority of 
students made important progress during this exercise. 
Exercise 8 
The last of the exercises in group A was designed to be 
transitional, meaning that canponents of it relate specifically to 
oontent in group B, exercise 2. This exercise has been added to the 
sequence as a result of sane needed changes I perceived after the 
projects had been presented. The visual examples, figures 19 and 20 
were actually done by students as an "optional" interpretation of 
exercise 6. Here, b::Jwever, the effect of emphasis was to be achieved 
FIGURE 15. Fragmented 
letter forms. 
FIGURE 17. Fragmented 
letter forms. 
(Exercise 7) 
FIGURE 16. Fragmented 
letter forms. 
FIGURE 18. Fragmented 
letter forms. 
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FIGURE 19. Visual/verbal 
study (Exercise 8). 
FIGURE 20. Visual/verbal study (Exercise 8). 
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in two ways; 1) in the arrangement of letter forms; and 2) in the 
placement of a word or words, the verbal meaning of which should 
reflect the meaning of the design. Only a few students even attempted 
the option, which was probably best; I realized later that its oontent 
was too cx:rnplex when they had not yet practiced with letters as visual 
forms. Its placement in the sequence is appropriate here, after 
students have practiced with the visual quality in letters and before 
art and language relationships are presented as design m::>tives. 
Figure 19 shows an attempt to illustrate the meaning of the word 
"the," the only specific in a field of unspecific articles. It is a 
perceptive arrangement suggesting, in a metaphoric way, the uniqueness 
of individuals in society who receive ao:::laim as the best, the richest, 
etc. Figure 20 speaks for itself as soon as one reo:>gnizes that the 
r<JWS of letters are actually the names of tlx>se who were "missing in 
action" during the Viet Nam war. After sul:mi tting the design the 
student realized that her message would have been m::>re ooherent had she 
put the crosses (symbolizing a graveyard) at the right instead of the 
left. In this way, the visual m::>Vement toward the crosses would 
ooincide with the "direction" in which we read English. This 
awareness, even though it came after the fact, was an important 
acknowledgement of the link between visual and verbal organization. 
CHAPl'ER IV 
L~ ARI' AND OrHER Suam:TS 
(GEQJP B EXER:ISES) 
'I.be exercises presented in this chapter emphasize the "iootives" 
approach to art education. I decided to teach these exercises, after, 
rather than before, students had developed sane basic visual skills, 
because the content aco:rnpanying these exercises is nore cx:inplex. 
In these exercises apparent relationships between art and other 
subjects were used as the content for visual problems as well as a 
means to umerstand, nore fully, how creativity in art can aid the same 
in other subjects. While sane of these relationships have already been 
discussed, each exercise in group B will begin with a description of 
the specific context used in presenting it. Again, this context was 
interded primarily as "notive" for creative interpretation during the 
design process. 
Exercise 9 - Art and Science 
A single sentence expresses what was the context for the 
activities explored in this exercise: The methcds of doing art and 
science are interrelated. (42) The activities correspording to this 
interrelationship received the ioost extensive attential (3 1/2 weeks) 
during the course. This was partly due to the format of the exercises 
(presented below), but especially to my interest in ideas currently 
c 42) cassidy, w. 17 am 21. 
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being considered for a ex>urse in art and science. My oolleague, 
Johnnie Driessner, is a biologist ard 11rJ cohort in this emeavor. We 
are examining ways to augment the learning of art and science by 
teaching them together. This, however, is beyond the scope of this 
thesis. Instead, 11rJ pr iinary goal was to illus tr ate sane conceptual 
relationships between art and science in order to make students rore 
aware of how the process of art, no less than science, is an 
intellectual one. 
First of all, sane information regarding the cognitive processes 
cn111on to ard distinguishing art a.00 science was presented to students 
as backgroun:l for the exercise. Students understood that this 
information would be used as only one possible awroach for doing ard 
understarding the diSCX>Very process. The interrelationship of art ard 
science is described by Harold cassidy in his txx>k, The Scienees ard 
the Arts: A New Alliance. "The processes of art ard science," he says, 
"include three related and overlapping kims of functions: 'analytic,' 
'synthetic,' ard 'reduction-to-practice.'" (43) He continues by 
saying that in the arts and sciences the "analytic" activity "involves 
accunulating data ••• making oollections, naming, observing, ard 
reporting observations in detail." The synthetic activity "occurs when 
connections are sought am:::>ng data, am:::>ng theories, ard am:::>ng theories 
of theories." This takes place in ooth art and science. Finally, 
"reductioo-to-practice" is "the activity which returns fran the general 
or theoretical to the particular or practical ••• Ultimately ••• it is in 
their awlicatioo, their reductioo to practice, that the results of 
(43) Ibid. I p. 21. 
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analytic a.rd synthetic activities are tested for validity." (44) The 
visual activities which reflected this informaticn were organized 
acxording to the first b«> of these functions. "Reduction-to-practice" 
was not included due to a lack of time and because general education 
students need not be pressured into producing testable visual theories. 
The activities were introduced with t'WO illustrations, one fran 
art and one fran science, each of which sb::::Med how the "analytic" 
functicn lec.:is into the "synthetic" function. The art illustraticn 
included a presentation of oolor slides explaining what Helen Gardner 
called the Analytic and Synthetic stages of cubism. (45) For Picasso 
and Braques, its inventors, this involved a lengthy kind of 
step-by-step process. That Picasso waited about 15 years before 
writing his t.OOughts about cubism, (46) is an indicaticn of how 
involved the process of art can be. Ard, alth:>ugh our process would 
not be as involved, the illustrations gave students an understarrling 
that they would be going through a similar step-by-step process. 
The sciellC'e illustraticn related how Leonardo Fitx>nacci, a 13th 
century mathematician, developed his theorem now referred to as the 
(44) Ibid., p. 23. 
(45) Helen Gardner, Art Through the Ages, 6th ed. (New York: 
Harcourt Brace Jovan:wich, Inc., 1975), pp. 730-732. 
(46) Excerpts of this first statement by Picasso are in Herschel 
B. Chi];:I), Theories of l«Xlern Art (Berkeley: Univ. of Calif. Press, 
1968), p. 263f. 
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Fibonacci series. (47) It has been denonstrated that various ratios 
existirw; in this series of numbers can be found all over in nature, 
inclooing the human body. (48) By referring to cassidy's mdel, one 
can see that these careful observations, which were acC\mlllated, 
correlate to the •analytic" function. The aCC\.D1\Ulation made it 
possible to fornulate the mathematical theorem, an activity oorrelated 
with the "synthetic" function. All of this is explained, as briefly as 
possible to irdicate what was presented to students as background for 
the art process. Students appreciated seeing the relationship between 
art ard science even though it was not yet clear to them l'Otl it would 
affect their own process. They were informed, however, that the 
exercise would consist of, first "analytic," then "synthetic," 
activities. 
The "analytic" parts of this process were presented in the form 
of several drawing activities which are briefly described below. I 
referred to each of these activities, when it was introduced, as a part 
of the "analytic" stage of the design process. As such, students were 
told that these were mt to be creative endeavors so nuch as a 
collection of "visual information" to be saved ard later used in the 
"synthetic" activities. Students agreed (when the whole process was 
over) that it was gocd mt to know ahead of time l'Otl the "analytic" 
activities would affect the "synthetic" stage; it was enough to know 
they would be using the "visual information" later in the process. 
( 4 7) Esther Warner Dendel, Designing Fran Nature (New York: 
Taplinger Pub. Co., 1978), pp. 38-46. 
(48) loc. cit., pp. 38-40. 
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Each student oollected "visual information" by drawing fran a 
personally selected fruit or vegetable. The activities helped students 
to see various kiOOs of detail in each form, which led them to realize 
the potential for designing fran nature. 
For the first "analytic" activity I close a drawing method which 
would relax the less experierx:ed while keeping their interest in the 
subject matter. This method, introduced in 1941 by Kim::>n Nioolaides, 
is referred to by Betty Edwards as "p.ire oontour drawing." (49) The 
object is to draw every detail observed witOOut looking at the drawing 
pa.per. Students generally responded well to this technique once they 
realized proportions did not have to be exact. :Each student did two 
pages (18" x 24") of these studies and then saved them for future use. 
The seoond "analytic" activity involved nore extensive 
observation of the fruit and vegetable forms (figures 21-23). Students 
each did 12 drawings, sanewhat "abstracted" fran what they observed 
urder magnifying glasses and microsoopes. They understood that drawing 
while using scien::e tcx:>ls did not necessarily define the activity as 
either art or science. Four stations were set up where students 
observed and drew the forms, under different magnification levels, at 
each station. A microtane was available at one station for students to 
make small specimen slides for observing the cell structures of their 
objects. I encouraged students to write the magnification levels on 
each drawing, reminding them that any information noted in the 
"analytic" process might later be pertinent in the "synthetic" 
activities. 
(49) Edwards, p. 82. 
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Sane students had difficulty understanding the meaning of the 
word "abstract," b.tt this seemed to be resolved as we proceeded. ftt:>st 
of them were pleased when they realized the drawings were not expected 
to aR;;>ear "realistic," with every detail showing. Rather, students 
learned to rec::x>rd a variety of shape and line patterns observed in 
their three-dimensional plant-forms. 
The third and final "analytic" activity (illustrated in figure 
24) gave students practic-e in light to dark progressioo. Students were 
required to do at least three different progressions using massed lines 
to build up the various levels of gray. Interestingly, the student 
wtx:>se work is illustrated here, acknowledged the scientific approach 
she used to create the progressions. One student "stretched the 
rules," to his advantage, by basing his light/dark progressions on 
shapes observed under microsoope, instea::i of the massed lines. He was 
able to use this technique in his finished design (figures 27a and 
27b). 
To begin the ·"synthetic" activities I introduced the design 
problem. Students were to create an abs tr act "landforms" 
interpretation of their fruit or vegetable. The required dimensions of 
each design was a golden rectangle, 8" x 13", the proportions of which 
fit in the Fibonacci series. (50) The object was to select (fran all 
the "visual informatioo") whatever was appropriate for a personally 
satisfying and ooherent design. Students understood this to be the 
"synthetic" activity, our particular (cognitive) way of describing the 
design process. To govern this process they were instructed to use the 
(50) Derxiel, p. 41. 
FIGURE 21. Concordia art room (Exercise 9). 
FIGURE 22. "Analytic" process (Exercise 9). 
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FIGURE 23. "Analytic" process (Exercise 9). 
FIGURE 24. Value progression - "Analytic" process (Exercise 9). 
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principle of "emphasis,• a principle learned during group A exercises. 
I divided the •synthetic" process into blo activities. In the 
first activity each student did three pencil studies (each in the 
dimensions of a golden rectangle). A brief dem:>nstration showed hcJw 
students could use tracing paper to canbine parts, fran rrore than one 
drawing, into a design. At this point students were encouraged to seek 
relationships, an idea c:amon to b::>th art and science. With the 
instructor's guidance the students then chose one study to be 
translated into pen and ink for the finished product. (51) Figures 
25-27 illustrate 1:01 sane of the ideas evolved fran the microsc:x>pe 
drawings into the final synthesis. 
Even though several students mentioned their frustration that 
there was too much "visual information" to synthesize, they also 
expressed appreciation in knowing rrore alx>ut this approach to 
discovery. The figures exhibit a variety of successful 
interpretations, each one indicating the student's awareness of fruits 
and vegetables as potentially rich sources of design. Figures 28-31 
illustrate other examples of this art and science project in 
their o::npleted form. 
Student ccnrnents alx>ut this exercise reveal their cx:>gnitive 
developnent. As before, these c:x:mnents aJ;,JPeared in each student's 
explanation of the process. One student remarked, "I gradually 
understood the concept of abstraction, by studying only the design of 
the object, [imd] ooncentrating on lines, patterns and textures. n 
(51) The procedures for this assignnent were adapted fran ideas 
in Esther Dendel, Designing Fran Nature, pp. 47-51, 72-87. 
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FIGURE 25. Analysis to synthesis by M. (Exercise 9). 
FIGURE 26. Analysis to synthesis by C. (Exercise 9). 
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FIGURE 27. Analysis to synthesis by J. (Exercise 9). 
FIGURE 28. Finished "synthesis" 
by B. (Exercise 9). 
FIGURE 29. Finished "synthesis" by L. 
(Exercise 9). 
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FIGURE 30. Finished "synthesis" by D. 
(Exercise 9). 
FIGURE 31. Finished "synthesis" by J. 
(Exercise 9). 
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(figures 25a and 25b) Describing the word "abstract" in a similar way, 
another student explained, "I learned to simplify and to acXI my own 
shapes where they were needed. That was hard for me because I always 
try to work with what I see only, but once I got the hang of 
it! ••• "(figure 29). The student concluded her camlent with a statement 
deJOC>nstrating her understanding of Bevlin's definition of design, 
quoted earlier. '!be student wrote, "It isn't the details that are 
important as much as the general design am rhythm that the details 
cxrnbine to form." Finally, another student implied that his ioore 
ccrnplete understanding resulted fran the particular terminology 
presented ("analytic" to "synthetic") • He wrote, "I tried to 
inoorporate sane of the [microscopic] viewing levels into the ccrnpleted 
design (synthesis) at once." The parentheses around "synthesis" are his 
own. His description of this synthesis included a concern to. "l) 
Incx>rporate the cell structure and use this pattern to get graduated 
light/dark patterns; (figure 27a) 2) Emphasize the basic shape of the 
pe~r [his subject matter] ••• ; am 3) Keep the logarithmic curve 
noticeable." He recalled this third cnnponent fran our earlier 
discussion of the Fibonacci series. This discussion had sl:x:Mn how the 
logarithmic curve is based on the dimensions inherent in a golden 
rectangle, (52) the dimension specified for each design. The resulting 
design (figure 27b) is l'X>t only attractive, but a very successful 
acxxlllPlishment in terms of his and my objectives. 
In ooncluding this exercise, I was aware that the mechanics of 
this process had been cx:mplex and, perhaps, too rigid for the 
(52) De00el, p. 42. 
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sensibility of sane artists and art educators. At the same tine one 
canoot overlook what a:ppears to have been a meaningful learning 
experience to general educatia'l students. 
EXER:ISE 10 - Art ~ Language 
Baudelaire poetically referred to an important link between art 
and language in his statement, "nature is only a dictionary." The 
statement implies that it is "the artist's task to oonstitute a 
creation - a poem -" out of the words which nature provides. (53) 
Since the tine of Baudelaire, artists and critics have been attempting 
to form a synthetic language - unique to the visual arts - a 
"language where not the words, but their context and their relations 
are of the utroost in1;>ortance." (54) My interest in these ideas has 
resulted in an attempt to create art problems which link art and 
language. Part of this interest also developed fran sane of my own 
art, which I developed in my graduate studio work. In it I attempted 
to use words directly in the art image to evoke visual tb:>ughts, an 
idea related to "visual thinking." 
I was able to find less research material directly related to my 
rationale for this exercise. Perhaps this is because art functions and 
language functions are oontained in characteristically different brain 
hemispheres. Nevertheless, sane educators are presenting ways to 
(53) H.L.C. Jaffe', "Syntactical Structure in the Visual Arts," 
Structure in Art and in Science, Gyorgt Kepes, ed. (New York: George 
Braziller, 1965), p. 137. 
(54) Ibid., p. 137. 
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enrich instruction by employing, simultaneously, these seemingly 
opposite kinds of •1anguage." Elizabeth Stull offered interesting 
insights in an article called "Drawing a Story am Listening to a 
Picture: A Verbal,IV'isual Relationship." She cx:>ncludes that "the 
syntactical structure of verbal language may help scme children to 
structure a visually ooherent drawing." (55) 
Bertrand Russell said, "I believe that partly by means of the 
study of syntax we can arrive at oonsiderable knowledge concerning the 
structure of the world." (56) Perhaps the Chinese had this 
understanding ages ago when they developed a structural system for 
writing the characters of their language. Chinese children, for 
instance, still learn to write each character on a grid of nine 
squares, and "each part of the character touches one of the nine 
squares." Apparently, this structure was "enployed as the rcost useful" 
aid in developing synmetrical balance, (57) a visual skill. All of 
this suggests, perhaps, a link, in the perceptual realm, between art 
arXi language. "In fact, the terms 'inflexion' and 'declension' derive 
etyroologically fran 'beooing,' thus revealing their perceptual 
origin." (58) Figure 32 is a visual illustration of this perceptual 
(55) Elizabeth Crosby Stull, "Drawing a Story and Listening to a 
Picture: a Visual/Verbal Relationship," Arts and Activities, Vol. 90, 
oo. 5 (January 1982), p. 46. 
(56) Gyorgy Kepes, Structure in Art and in Science (New York: 
George Braziller, 1965), p. iii. 
(57) Rand, p. 161. 
(58) Arnheim, "Visual Thinking," p. 12. 
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link. It also represents a visual/verbal problem I have assigned to 
students in the past, with generally successful results. The problem 
is to design a word with aA;>ropriate letters, the a~arance of which 
oon-verbally cx:mnunicate the word's meaning. I mention this example 
also because I recently disoovered a book, K>RDS by Mark Soppelard, 
which consists oanpletely of similar visual/verbal images. Soppeland 
describes the probl~al.nost identical to mine-which he has assigned 
to students in design CX>Urses since 1975. "Words are seldan 
oonteJli>lated as words... (rather] vehicles of ccmnunication am 
imagery." ( 59) 
These ideas were am::ng my thoughts when I developed exercise 10 
in group B. As in the previous exercise, it was presented as an 
approach toward understanding cx:>gnitively the creative, visualizing 
process. To this end, a list of verbs served as tools to interpret 
personally selected subject matter in unique ways. F.ach student 
selected one verb fran the following list as the oontext for 
interpreting their subject: magnify, minify, rearrange, alter, adapt, 
no:lify, substitute, reverse, oanbine. Thus, a verbal thought was 
intended to be the rotivator in the imaging process. This list was 
originated by Alex Osborn, the inventor of brainstorming, and appears 
in the book, The Universal Traveler, as a method of widening 
perceptions when developing ideas. (60) 
(59) Mark Soppeland, K>RDS (Los Altos, CA: William Kaufmann, 
Inc., 1980), p. v. 
(60) Don Koberg and Jim Bagnall, The Universal Traveler (Los 
Altos, CA: William Kaufmann, Irx:., 1972), p. 69. 
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Because this was presented as the final project in the course, 
students were allowed to mix other b«>-dimensiooal, black and white 
media with pen ard ink. They were el'KX)UI'aged to use what visual skills 
they had acquired to represent their idea. 
Again, students' resp::nses, visual and verbal, reflected their 
insight relating the link between art and language to the process of 
design. Airong these resp::nses, two related canparisons can be drawn 
fran the illustrations in figures 33-36, which also provide sane 
interesting conclusions about the "skills" and "rrotives" approaches 
discussed in chapter 2. 
The first canparison concerns figures 33 and 34, representing 
l«>rks created by different students. Both students used the verb 
"magnify" to interpret their respective subject matters. The image in 
figure 33 represents a rather literal interpretation of the verb. In 
her drawing of the instamatic camera, the student employed her sanewhat 
awkward ability with linear perspective, a skill which she learned 
before taking the design course. I underlined the l«>rd "skill" because 
it relates to one of the teaching approaches discussed ear lier. Her 
perceptual interpretation draws rrore heavily on her "skill" than upon 
her "rrotive," which explains her rrore literal interpretation of the 
l«>rd magnify. The other student sb::M's less ability with visual "skill" 
ard rore perceptioo in her "rrotive."(figure 34) Actually, this example 
represents simultaneous interpretations of two words. The student 
later wrote, the l«>rds "magnify ard minify -were intriguing to me, ard I 
thought of CClllbining the two to cause each other." This is a simple, 
yet thought-provoking explanatioo of the visual relationship (metaphor) 
she discovered between the wrench handle ard a magnifying glass, a 
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FIGURE 32. Visual/verbal illustration by author. 
FIGURE 33. "Magnify" interpreted by S. (Exercise 10). 
FIGURE 34. "Magnify/Minify" interpreted by C. (Exercise 10). 
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relatia1Ship she used perceptively to achieve her goal. The 
relatia1Ship might never have been seen were it oot for the verbal 
ca1IJ:X)lient which initiated her interpretation of the wrench. Alth:>ugh 
the worlananship is of lesser quality than the first example, it is an 
insightful interpretaticn, providing a fuller understanding of the 
words which evoked it and a gc:xx3 example of the "rootives" approach to 
problem-solving. 
A similar canpariscn can be made in figures 35 and 36. These 
works were also done by different students wh:> each interpreted their 
various subject matters with the word "adapt." As in the first 
canpariscn, one is a roore literal interpretaticn with a skilled 
execution (figure 35). The chain on the post in the right-ham oorner 
is literally "adapted" to the changing backgroWld, which was 
arbitrarily divided into three sections. The student reported that it 
was a gc:xx3 opportunity "to experiment with a variety of design elements 
and canbine them." Tl'x:>ugh the illustration in figure 36 is not lacking 
in technical skill, this example is a fuller, relational interpretaticn 
of the same verb. Not everyone will understand }'X)W this image was 
interpreted fran the word "adapt;" one nust understand the oontext in 
which it was created. The student's subject matter was a canputer 
terminal, en which is superimposed the image of a oornerstone, 
representing Concordia College's first administration building. When 
this building was denDlished the oornerstone was saved and. is ncM 
centrally located in the center mall of the campus. The design then, 
is a dramatic symbol of how Concordia has "adapted" itself to a new 
age; its first mini-oanplter was installed only a year ago. Again, it 
seems very apparent that the "verbal cue" was a ex>gnitive influence in 
FIGURE 35. "Adapt" interpreted by M. 
(Exercise 10). 
FIGURE 36. "Adapt" interpreted by J. 
(Exercise 10). 
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the design choices, suggesting that language and imagery were 
interrelating in that process. 
sane students did not respond to the format for this exercise, 
indicating, for example, that it was easier to create images ab::>ut 
their subject and later assign an appropriate verb. One can only 
speculate whether other verbal tb:>ughts influenced these cases. At any 
rate, several students expressed their enriched understanding of the 
creative process. One student remarked "Art visualizes language," 
expressing her perceptioo of the relationship. The statement, however, 
is debatable, since visualizatioo can occur oo levels which go beytlld 
language. On that oote, ooe student said (tongue in cheek) "a picture 
is worth a thJusa!Xi words." 
CHAPl'ER v 
It is fitting that the last illustration in this thesis is an 
image representing a part of Concordia. I began this document with a 
specific reference to Concordia, the context in which my goal 
developed, and the illustration in figure 36 is a fine irrlication that 
my goal was achieved. 
I believe the format I used was a significant factor toward 
achieving my goal. Even though "art is the perfect marriage of psychic 
imp.llse and technical implementation," as qtX>ted earlier, dividing 
these two aspects made for an effective method for teaching and 
urXlerstarding the cognitive processes of art. The skill-oriented 
exercises presented in chapter 3 addressed the CXJllfX)ltent of technical 
inplementation, while the integrative exercises in chapter 4 addressed 
the cxmponent which Argt.ielles called psychic imp..tlse. Teaching these 
two groups in the order presented was also beneficial, because students 
were able to resporXi with rrore confidence to group B after b.lilding a 
workable visual vocabulary in group A. I suspect that feNer educators 
would challenge the ideas and approaches used in group A. Group B, 
l'x'Mever, might cause rrore doubt and oonfrontation. Sane might suggest 
that the art process is diluted when it is taught in conjunction with 
other disciplines. I would agree only insofar as the interdisciplinary 
approach is rot the only way art sb:>uld be taught. That is why the 
group A exercises were included, providing visual organizational skills 
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as a balance to the oore relatiaial c:ontent in group B. And since "art 
educatioo has to be re-evaluated in the broader c:ontext of visual 
thinking," (61) the approach proposed here offers a step toward 
accanplishing that process. Furthernore, relating art and its 
processes to other disciplines improves a persc:n's ability to see 
relatiooships not normally expressed. In an age when fr agmentatioo and 
disorientatioo is affecting our culture, such a process can be a 
vehicle of continuity, when presented effectively. 'Ibis I have 
attempted to do. 
As to my original goal, I believe the students' cx:mnents, and 
their ~rk, give evidence that their visual awareness has increased and 
that they Ul'XierstarXI sane integral relationships be~n art and 
science and between art and language. sane student cx:mnents might 
suggest how this experience has helped their general education. 
Students were asked at the begiming and the eoo of the oourse to 
consider how the visual awareness exercises might affect their everyday 
experience. At the end of the term, there were sane 'WOO had not made 
the connection, making me wonder if the teaching was ineffective or if, 
perhaps, the lives of these students have been so fragmented that they 
no longer understard the real purp:>se of education (that is, to prepare 
oneself for life). Other students were enthusiastic about the 
experience. "It has made me be rore conscious of decision-making 
regarding optioos and limitatioos. I used to think of limitations in a 
negative way. But now I can really see their usefulness, and the 
(61) Gyorgy Kepes, ed., Fducatioo of Visioo (New York: George 
Braziller, Inc., 1965), p. v. 
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freedan they allow. Alm:>St like a paradox: limitations/freedan." 
Finally, the science major wh:> had been my personal challenge, as her 
instructor, wrote, •at first I saw oo oonnection. However, n::JW I can 
see the need for analysis and creativity in tx>th design of art, and in 
design of scientific study." The exercises had provided her with a 
note of continuity. 
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